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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4], C. Faith defined a radical extension S of an associative ring R as an 
associative ring with the property that R is a subring of S and for every x in S 
there exists a positive integer n(x), depending on X, with A+(~) in R. Further- 
more, since this concept is meaningful for power associative rings R and S, 
we can speak of a Jordan ring of characteristic not two being a radical 
extension of a subring. (A ring R is of characteristic not n if the mapping 
x -+ nx of R is one to one and onto.) In this paper we shall prove analogies 
for Jordan rings of commutativity results for associative rings found in [9]. 
Further, we shall extend commutativity results from [ 13, 51 to associative 
division algebras with involution whose symmetric elements are a radical 
extension of a commutative subalgebra. 
The first theorem we shall prove states that any Jordan ring of charac- 
teristic not two which is a radical extension of its center and has no nonzero 
nil ideals is associative. It is well known that any associative ring which 
satisfies the above hypothesis is commutative [9, pa 791. Hence our result 
is analogous to the earlier theorem in the sense that the same condition 
which shows that an associative, not necessarily commutative, ring is com- 
mutative will also imply that a certain type of commutative, not necessarily 
associative, ring is associative. Moreover, the proof of our result, which in 
most regards is analogous to the proof of the theorem for associative rings, 
yields a proof of the associative analogue which does not require the Jacobson 
Density Theorem. The reader should note that other commutativity theorems 
have been proved without reference to the Density Theorem (see [2] and [6]). 
In both the author’s result and the above mentioned results the proof is 
accomplished by reducing the simple case to the division ring case without 
the Density Theorem. However, the techniques employed in [2] and [6] are 
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different from those employed below. Next, from this result we are able to 
show that power associative, periodic rings of characteristic not 2 or 3 and 
with all idempotents in the center are both commutative and associative. 
Also we shall show that the Jordan algebra S of symmetric elements of an 
associative division algebra d of characteristic not 2 and with involution is 
associative provided S is a radical extension of a commutative subalgebra of 
d. Furthermore, S is also associative if there exists an integer n with ~5,~ = 
(my)” for every x’ and y of S. In fact, we will be able to show that in both cases 
S is contained in the center of .4 and d is at most four dimensional over its 
center. 
In what follows we shall subscribe to the following conventions. First, 
for a nonassociative ring R we shall call the ideal of R generated by all elements 
of the form (.xy)z - x(yz), for X, y, z in R, the associator ideal of R. Next, 
every ring under consideration will be of characteristic not two. By a Jordan 
ring we mean a commutative ring J such that for every pair of elements x and 
y of J, (xzy)x = .$(yx). A unit in a Jordan ring J, with 1, is an element a 
such that there exists an element b in J with ab = 1 and a% = a. Further- 
more, a Jordan ring is a division ring if every nonzero element is a unit. Let R 
be an arbitrary ring, then by R+ we shall denote the ring which is the same 
abelian group as R but with multiplication given by x.3’ = (1/2)(.wy + ye) 
for every x and y in R. (Note that juxtoposition denotes the product in R). 
Further, if R is associative (respectively power associative), then R+ is Jordan 
(respectivelypower associative). If (A, *) is an associative algebra with involu- 
tion, then S = S(A, *), the symmetric elements of (A, *), is the set 
* x* = X} and K = K(A, *), the skew symmetric elements, equals 
;:$i, *) : x* = -x>. Moreover, by the Jordan algebra of symmetric 
elements S we mean the Jordan subalgebra of (A, *)+ of elements of S. 
Finally, we shall have several occasions to use the following well known 
result due to I. Kaplansky [13]: If L is a field which is a radical extension of a 
proper subfield F, then either L is a purely inseparable extension of F or L 
is a periodic field. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
Before proceeding with our main results it is convenient to prove the 
following lemma which is an analogue for Jordan division algebras of a well 
known theorem due to Noether and Jacobson [9, p. 781. Though this result 
is known, to the author’s knowledge it has not appeared in print. 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a Jordan division algebra which is not associative and 
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which is algebraic over its center, Z, tlzen D must confain an element, not in Z, 
whiclz is separable over Z1. 
Proof. We begin by noting that it s&ices to consider the case where D 
is generated by two elements. Since D is not associative and contains no non- 
zero nilpotent elements, then it is well known that not every subalgebra of D 
which is generated by two elements can be associative 1161. Let B be such a 
subalgebra which is not associative. If B contains an element which is 
separable over its center Z’, then certainly B contains an element which is 
separable over Z C Z’. Hence the same must be true of D. Moreover, since R 
is algebraic over Z, then B is itself a division algebra. Thus, as asserted, we 
may assume that D is generated by two elements. 
Now it is known that for such a Jordan algebra D, there exists an associative 
division algebra A with D = A+ or D = S(A, *) where * is an involution of 
A [17]. Furthermore, if D = A+, then the result follows immediately from 
the result due to Noether and Jacobson, since A cannot be commutative. 
Hence we need only consider the case with D = S(A, *). ‘But it has been 
proved in [3, Proposition 31, that D also contains a separable element in this 
case. Thus, the lemma holds. 
Let J be a Jordan ring. We shall call an ideal I of J prime provided for each 
pair of ideals CT and V with UV C I it follows that .Cr C I or V C I. Now 
exactly as with associative rings [9], if J contains no nonzero nil ideals, then 
there exists a family {Pa) of prime ideals of J with n P, = (0) and for each 
P, there is an element a, of J such that every proper ideal of J/P, contains 
a power of a, . With the aid of this fact we can prove the next result. 
THEOREM 1. Let J be a Jordan rin g of characteristic not two and suppose 
that J is a radical extension of its center, tlzerl J has nil associator ideal. 
Proof. Since any Jordan ring contains a maximal nil ideal and since it 
suffices to show that the associator ideal of J is contained in the maximal nil 
ideal of I, then we may suppose that J has no nonzero nil ideals and prove 
that, with this additional hypothesis, J is associative. Furthermore, since a 
subdirect sum of Jordan rings is associative if and only if each summand is 
associative then from the above remark we can suppose that J is a prime ring. 
Moreover, exactly as in the associative analogue of Theorem 1 [9], we can 
show that J is contained in a simple Jordan ring with identity, which is a 
radical extension of its center. Hence we can reduce the question to one about 
simple Jordan rings with identity. Let a be a nonnilpotent element of JI 
then take n with al2 in the center of J. Since the center of J is a field, it follows 
that a(a’%-l(an)-l) = 1 and a2(an-l(an)-l) = a. Hence a is a unit in J. 
However, it has been shown in [I81 that the nilpotent eIements of a Jordan 
ring with identity of characteristic not two in which every element is either a 
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unit or a nilpotent element form an ideal. But in our case J is a simple Jordan 
ring with identity in which every element is either a unit or a nilpotent. 
Hence J must in fact be a Jordan division algebra. 
By Lemma 1, we know that if J is not associative, then J must contain an 
element a which is separable over Z, the center of j, and a $ Z. But then 
Z[a] is a radical, separable extension of Z, so that we have from the above 
mentioned theorem of I. Kaplansky that Z is a periodic field. Moreover, 
since J is algebraic over Z, it follows that for every x in J there exists an 
integer n(x) > 1 with xntz) = x. Furthermore, J. M. Osborn [19] has proved 
that Jordan division algebras with this property are associative. Therefore, 
J is associative, and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Now, it is true that the nilpotent elements of any associative ring with 
identity, in which every element is either a unit or nilpotent, form an ideal 
[see for example 121. Thus, as remarked, we can pass from the simple case to 
the division ring case of the above theorem for associative rings without 
using the Jacobson Density Theorem. 
Let R be a power associative ring and suppose that for every x in R there 
exists a positive integer n(x) > 1, depending on x, with ~(~1 = x, then as 
in [19] we shall call R a periodic ring. As corollaries to Theorem 1 we have the 
following results. 
COROLLARY 1. Let J be a periodic Jordan ring of characteristic not two and 
with all of its idempotents in its center. Then R is associative. 
Proof. Let x E J with xnce) = x. Since xne+i is an idempotent, it follows 
that x”(“)-r is in the center of J, and this result follows from Theorem 1. 
We note before proceeding that the above corollary also follows from results 
due to J. M. Osborn [19]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a periodic power associative ring of characteristic 
not t.wo or three and with all idempotents in its center. Then R is both commutative 
and associative. 
Proof. From [19], it is known that R+ is a Jordan ring, and hence from 
Corollary 1, Rf is associative. Now by [14] we have that R must be both 
commutative and associative. 
Since the idempotents in an associative ring without nonzero nilpotent 
elements are central, then it is clear that the associative analogue to Theorem 1 
is a generalization of Jacobson’s well known result that associative periodic 
rings are commutative. However, it is also known that not every periodic 
Jordan algebra of characteristic not two is associative. In fact, this can be the 
case even if n(x) = n(y) for every x and y in the ring [19]. Whereas, it is 
known that any Jordan ring of characteristic not two which is either a periodic 
division ring or ap-ring is associative [19, 141. Hence the hierarchy of general- 
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ization from periodic division rings or p-rings to periodic rings to a ring which 
is a radical extension of its center is not preserved under passage to Jordan 
analogues. 
For the remainder of this paper we shall restrict our attention to the Jordan 
division ring of symmetric elements of an associative division ring with 
involution (A, *). More precisely, we shall be concerned with the effect on 
(A, *) of an hypothesis similar to the one of Theorem 1 for S(A, *). 
THEOREM 2. Let (A, *) be an associative division algebra of characteristic 
not two. If the Jordarz divisiolz algebra D = S(A, *) is a radical extension of a 
comnutative subalgebra D’ of A, tlzen D is associative. Moreover, D is contained 
in the center of A and the dimension of A over its center is at most four. 
Proof. Before proceeding we note that unless otherwise stated, if a, b E A, 
then ab mill denote their product in A while a.b will denote their product in 
A+. Furthermore, the case D = D’ will be considered separately. Hence we 
shall begin by assuming that D’ is a proper subalgebra of D. 
We claim that D’ is a field. Let a be a nonzero element of D’. By hypothesis 
there is an integer n with (a-l)% in D’. Since a E D’, then arL-l ED’, and we 
have that 
a-1 = an-l(a-l)n E D’. 
Furthermore, 1 = an-l E D’ so that D’ is indeed a field. 
Let d E D, d $ D’, then if 2 is the center of D it follows that Z(d) is a radical 
extension of the field Z(d) n D’. Hence by the previously cited theorem due 
to I. Kaplansky Z(d) is either a purely inseparable extension of Z(d) n D’ or 
it is a periodic field. Hence in either case A has characteristic? # 0. 
Take c f 0 in K(A, *). We claim that c commutes with each element of D’. 
If this is not the case, then let A, denote the division subalgebra of (A, *) 
generated by the set {c} u D’. Further, let Z,, be the center of A, and let C 
be the subfield of Z,, consisting of all elements of Z, which are fixed by *. 
We claim that if c2 E C, then c E Z, . Suppose that c $ Z, , then there exists 
anelement bED’mithz=cb-bc+O. Nowz*=-bc+cb=x, so 
that x E D. Moreover, zc = -cx. so that if F is the extension field of C 
generated by x2, then the elements of Q = F[c, X] are linear combinations of 
1, c, x, and cx over F. Hence Q is an algebraic algebra without nonzero divisors 
of zero. Therefore, Q is an associative division algebra. Now since the 
dimension of Q over its center is a square < 4, then F is the center of Q and 
{I, c, z, CX} is a basis. 
Let Q’ be the Jordan subalgebra of Q+ generated by 1, z, and cz over F. 
Since (cs)* = - zc = cz, then by hypothesis for every x EQ’ there exists 
a positive integer n(x), depending on X, with @Xi E Q n D’. 
If Q n D’ C F, then Q’ is a radical extension of F, and hence F[z] is a 
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radical extension of F. Thus, F is either a periodic field or 2: is purely in- 
separable over F. In the second case there exists an integer ?z with ZP” EF. 
But p is odd so that we can take an integer ~12 > 0 with p” = 2m + 1. Thus 
.z~~x EF. However xets EF which implies that z EF which is impossible. 
Hence F is periodic. But then Q is periodic and hence commutative which 
is again impossible. 
Now we have shown that if c q! 2, , then there exists an element a E & n D’, 
a $ F. Since Q is not commutative, then the subfield of Q generated by F and 
Q n D’ is contained in F[a]. Hence Q n D’ _CF[a]. Now not both z and cz 
are in F[a], suppose that z $ F[a]. Th us, for every x in F[z], there exists a 
positive integer n(x) with A?(~) E F[a]. From the above we know that F[x] is 
not a radical estension of F. Thus, there exist elements CX~ , ol, , & , & EF, 
aa # 0 with 
a1 + sea = (A + B2.V 
for some integer n. But this implies that a EF[z] which is a contradiction. 
Hence the only remaining possibility is that c lies in 2, , and in particular 
we have that c2 $ C. It should be noted that we have in fact shown that if 
s E K(A, *) with the property s2 commutes with every element of D’, then s 
commutes with every element of D’. 
By our hypothesis C[c2] is a radical extension of C, so that either C[c2] is 
purely inseparable over C or C is a periodic field. Suppose that C is not 
periodic, then there exists a positive integer 11 with c2pn E C, and we have that 
cPn c 2,. Let a = &-I, then ap E Z,, and since c # Z,, we can suppose that 
a q! Z,, . Moreover, since we wish to show that this situation is impossible, 
we can suppose that A, is generated by {a} LJ D’. 
Now as in the proof of Remark 6 of [I], there exists an element 
b E K(4, *) n A,, with 
1 + b = a-lba. 
Since a-ibai = ,!I + i for every i = I,2 ,..., p, then 
a-l(bP - b)a = a-l (fi (b ii)) a 
s fi a-1(&b+ 
i=l 
= fi a-i-lb&+1 
= fi (6 + i> 
= b” - b. 
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Therefore, by - 2, commutes with a, and bp - b E K(d, *) n A,. Hence 
C[(ba - b)a] is a radical extension of C, and so there exists an integer m with 
Let d = b*‘“, then 
(bP - b)Qrn E c. 
(dP _ d)” = (bP+l - bP”fi)’ = (fp - b)2Pm. 
Thus, d” - d E Z0 . Moreover, it is easy to check that a-l&z = d + 1. 
Now if L = Z,,[d], then L is the splitting field over 2, of the polynomial 
XP - X - 01 in an indeterminant X over 2, and where 01 = d-(l - d. If 
01 + 0, then by a wellknown result on cyclic extensions of fields, the dimension 
of L over Z is p. 
Look at the algebra Z,,[u, d] = A. Since a-ldu = d + 1, then every 
element of 3 is a linear combination of elements of the form nidj for i, j = 
0, l,..., p - 1. Hence the dimension of A over 2, is < pa. But since A is 
algebraic over Z,, and contains no nonzero divisors of zero, then A must be a 
division algebra over Z, . Moreover, since Z,[a] is purely inseparable over Z, Y 
then a is purely inseparable over the center of A. Hence A has dimension at 
least pa over its center so that Z, must be the center of 4, and it follows that 
dim, A = pa. 
Further B = Zo[a2, da] _C d and contains fields of degree p, since cl” E Z. 
implies that [L : Z,] < p. Hence B is a division algebra with [B : ZO] = pa. 
Let Q be the Jordan subalgebra of B+ generated by us and da and C. By 
hypothesis this algebra is a radical extension B n D’. So if B n D’ L C, then 
C[d2] is a radical extension of C and hence da is purely inseparable over C or C 
is periodic. In the first case we have da purely inseparable over Z, or d2cm E Z, 
and d”$Z,. But then d”“” + 2dp” + 1 = (dp” + 1)” = (d + 1)2i~“’ = 
(n-l&“““u) = d@” E Z, . Hence dvm E Z, . However, dP - d E Z, together 
with du” E Z, gives dpfnml E Z, which eventually yields d E Z, contrary to 
assumption. In the second case we have a 2~ E C which is periodic, so up” = a 
for some integer m. But then this together with QP E Z, yields a E Z0 which 
is impossible. Hence B n D’ $ C. 
Take r E B n D’, ;\ $ C and hence x 6 Z, . Thus [Z&j : Z,] = p. More- 
over, Z, adjoined to B n D’ is a field in B, and hence B ET D’ C Z,[x]. Now 
Z,[x] n Z,[d] : Z, or Z,[x], so C[d2] . 1s a radical extension of C or d2 E Z,[x]. 
By virtue of the previous paragraph we can suppose that d2 EZJX], and 
hence d E Z,,[x]. Next we consider a + d E K(d, *), (u + d)2 E S(A, *). Since 
a + d does not commute with d, then a + d $ Z,[x] and hence (a -+ d)” $ Z,[x]. 
But then C[(a + d)2] is a radical extension of C and as before C is either 
periodic or (a + d)“p”’ E C for some positive integer m. The first case yields 
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again that a E 2,. In the second case (a + d)~” E 2, and &(a + d)ai = 
n + d + i for every i = 1,2,...,p yields (a + d)~ - (a + d) commutes 
with a. So a + d is both separable and purely inseparable over the center of 
.Z,[u, u + d] which implies that a + d commutes with a: which is a contradic- 
tion. Hence, up $2, and c cannot be purely inseparable over 2, . Therefore, 
we are left with two possibilities: C is a periodic field or c commutes with all 
elements of D’. Supposing that the latter is impossible, there must exist an 
integer n > 1 with cp” = c. 
Since A, is not commutative, then by a well known result due to IN. 
Herstein [9, p. 701, there exists an element x in A, with 
x-%x = 8. 
Furthermore, ci # c. Now the mapping a + x-lax is an automorphism of 
P[c] where P is the prime field of C. Hence ci must be a generator of the 
multiplicative group of P[c] and we have that i is relatively prime to p” - 1. 
Therefore, i is odd, and hence 
Thus, (X*X-~ cx*x = c. Since X*X E S(d, *) n A, we have that X*X is alge- 
braic over C, and it follows that for some integer K, (X*X)” = 1. Now as in the 
proof of Theorem 1 of [IO], since p is odd, K can be taken to be 2”rn where 
v 3 1 and m is odd. Then from elementary group theory there exist A, and 
A, , powers of h = X*X, with A,& = A, A:” = 1, Qn = 1, and A, , A, E D. 
But Xz+r = A, implies that A, = p” = p*p where p = X?+l/2. Hence if 
y = q-1, then X*X = h = h,h, so that 
Therefore, 
y*y = p-1x*x/.-1 = p-lh1h2p-1 = A, . 
(y*yy = 1. 
We claim that y*y E 2, . Since (y*y) = y*y, it is sufficient to show that 
a E C provided a ED n A, with u2 E C, since y*y E Z,, will then follow by 
induction. If such an a exists which is not in C, then there exists 6 E A, 
with z = ub - bu # 0. Moreover, without loss of generality b can be chosen 
to be either in symmetric or skew-symmetric with respect to *, so z is either 
in K(A, *) or S(d, *). Further since u,z = ---~a, then ax E S(d, *) when 
x E K(A, *) and ax E K(A, *) when z E S(A, *). We complete the argument 
under the assumption that z is symmetric and note that in the other case 
it is only necessary to replace z by uz and uz by z in the following argument. 
Let F = C[z2] and A = F[u, z], so F is contained in the center of A and 
[A : F] < 4. But then A is a division algebra and hence F is the center of A 
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and [A : F] = 4. Next let A’ be the subalgebra of 4+ generated by F, a, and x. 
By hypothesis A’ is a radical extension of A n D’. 
If A n D’ 5 F, then F[z] is a radical extension of F, so F is periodic or x 
is purely inseparable over F. However, F periodic implies that A is periodic 
and commutative which contradicts the assumption. Furthermore, 2 purely 
inseparable implies that zpn E F for an odd prime p. But then p” has the form 
2nz + 1. Hence .z~~~,z = z/ E F and we have z E F since 9 E F. Thus, A4 n D’ 
cannot be contained in F. 
Next take b E ,!I n D’, b $F. Then [F[b] : F] = 2, so A n D’ CF[b]. 
Now, not both a and x are elements of F[b], so as above a 6 F[b] implies that 
h EF[~] or F[u] = F[b] which is impossible. Therefore we have proved that 
y*yEz”. 
Next since X commutes with c, then h, commutes with c so that 
Moreover, since y*y E 2, , then yy*y = y*yy or (yyr* - y*y)y = 0. Hence 
yy* = y*y. Now we have already seen that i is relatively prime to p’l - 1, 
the order of the multiplicative group of P[c]. Therefore, by Eulers generaliza- 
tion of Fermat’s Theorem [S], there exists an integer t ; 0 with 
it = l(modp” - 1). And we have 
Therefore, y” commutes with c and in a similar manner ( Y*)~ commutes with c. 
Since y*y = yy”, then ~~(y*)~ E C and (y*)” + yt is algebraic over C. But 
then y” is algebraic over C, and hence y is algebraic over C. Therefore, there 
exists an integer s > 1 withy” = y. However, this together withy-icy = ci 
implies that P[y, c] is a finite division algebra which is not commutative, 
Thus, we have again reached a contradiction and the only remaining pcssi- 
bility is that cd = dc for every c E K(d, *) and every d E D’. 
Let a E D’, b E D, then ab - ba E K(LJ, *) so that a commutes with nb - ba. 
Hence 
a”b - hap = pappl(ab - Da) = 0. 
Now every element of (d , *) is the sum of elements from S and K. Therefore, 
we have proved that ap is in the center of d for every a in D’. Since D is a 
radical extension of D’, then Theorem 2 for the case D f D’ follows from 
Theorem 2 of [3]. 
Next suppose that D = D’ or equivalently my = ye for every pair of 
elements x and y in S(d, *). Let z E K(d, *). Then we have .ras == 9~ and 
hence if 0 + c = XX - XX, then cz = --zc and c E S(A, *). Moreover, it 
follows that c?z = xcz and zac = ~9. Let 2 be the center of d, A = Z[c, .z]> 
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and C be the center of A. Now, as above d is a division algebra with involution 
which is four dimensional over C. Hence any subfield of A is of dimension at 
most two over C. However, the field obtained by adjoining S(4, *) n A to C 
contains 1, c, and c.z which are linearly independent over C, and the impossi- 
bility of this situation implies that xz = xx for every z E K(4, *) and 
x E S(4, *). Moreover, since every element of4 is the sum of an element from 
K(4, *) and an element of S(4, *), then S(4, *) C 2, the center of 4. Now 
Theorem 2 follows as in Theorem 2 of [lo]. 
As an application to Theorem 2 we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3. Let (4, *) be an associ’ative division algebra of characteristic 
not two with imolution and with the property that there exists a positive integer N 
such that for every x and y in S(4, *) some positiie power of y commutes with 
xN, then S(4, *) is associative, cofztainedin the centeer of (4, *), and the dimension 
of 4 OVB its center is less than or equal to four. 
Proof. Take x and y in S(4, *) and consider the subdivision algebra 
Z(&‘, y”) of 4 where 2 denotes the center of 4. By hypothesis S(Z(;P, y”), *) 
is a radical extension of the center of 2(x”, yN), and hence by Theorem 2 of 
[3], x”y” z 3+‘x~V. Next take D’ to be the subalgebra of 4 generated by 
ZnS(4, *) and {A+: XE S(4, *)}. Then, D’_C S(4, *) and S(4, *) is a 
radical extension of the commutative algebra D’. Now the corollary follows 
from Theorem 2. 
For our final result suppose that (4, *) is an associative division algebra with 
involution and suppose that there exists an integer n with (my)” = Py” for 
every x and y in S(4, *). By multiplying this relation on the left with x-l and 
on the right with y-1 yields (yx>“-’ = xn-ly,-l. But then 
or 
Hencey’” commutes with x”-l. Therefore by Corollary 3 we have the following 
result which extends the division ring case of Theorem 1 of [7]. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (4, *) be an associative division algebra of characteristic 
not two with inaolution and with the property that there exists an integer n with 
xnyn c (xy)” for every pair of elements x and y in S(4, *), then S(4, “) is 
associative. Furthermore, S(A, *) is contained in the center of (4, *) and the 
dimension of A over its center is at most four. 
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